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Purpose of Investigation 

The purpose of this investigation, conducted by the Marine Accident 
Investigation Branch (MAIB) of Marine Department, is to determine the 
circumstances and the causes of the incident with the aim of enhancing the 
safety of life at sea and avoiding similar incidents in future.   

It is not intended to apportion blame or liability towards any particular 
organization or individual except so far as necessary to achieve the said 
purpose.   

The MAIB has no involvement in any prosecution or disciplinary action 
that may be taken by the Marine Department resulting from this incident. 
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Summary 

On 26 April 2019 at about 1545 hours, a fatal accident happened on board 
the Hong Kong registered bulk carrier Solar Glory (the vessel) whilst she 
was en route in the Indian Ocean to Tubarao, Brazil for cargo loading.  

The trolley of the engine room overhead monorail crane (the crane) was 
found stuck at midway when lifting spare part.  The third engineer (3/E) 
was assigned to repair the crane.  He later was found lying unconsciously 
on the crane top besides the crane’s travelling motor.  Although first aid 
treatment was provided, he was confirmed dead on board by the medical 
advice through radio at 1700 hours on the event day. 

The investigation revealed that the main contributory factors leading to the 
accident were the low safety awareness of the 3/E when handling electrical 
work; carrying out the work without sufficient personal protective 
equipment and; did not carry out electrical work safely. 

The investigation also identified that the “Code of Safe Working Practices 
for Merchant Seafarers”,1 (the Code) and the Safety Management System 
(SMS) of the vessel were not followed strictly by the crew.  The chief 
engineer (C/E) and the first engineer (1/E) failed to provide supervision and 
safety instruction or guidance to the 3/E.  Furthermore, no risk assessment 
and tool box meeting were carried out before the repair work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 “Code of Safe Working Practices for Merchant Seafarers” is a publication required to 

be carried on board Hong Kong ships pursuant to the Merchant Shipping (Seafarers) 
(Code of Safe Working Practices) Regulation (Cap. 478M). 
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1.     Description of the vessel 

Ship name : SOLAR GLORY   
Flag : Hong Kong, China 
Port of registry : Hong Kong 
IMO number : 9569786 
Type : Bulk carrier  
Year built, shipyard : 2010, Sungdong Shipbuilding, Korea  
Gross tonnage : 93,196 
Net tonnage : 59,298 
Summer deadweight : 179,385 tonnes 
Length overall : 292.26 metres  
Breadth : 45 metres  
Engine power, type : 18,660 kW, B&W 6S70ME-C7 
Classification society : Korean Register of Shipping (KR) 
Registered owner : Tairui International Ship Lease Co., Ltd 
Management company : Polaris Shipping Co., Ltd. 
 

 

  

Figure 1  The vessel 
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2.     Sources of evidence   

 
2.1 The statements of the crew of the vessel. 

2.2 The information provided by the management company.     
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3.     Outline of events   

(All times are local time UTC + 7 hours unless otherwise specified.)   

3.1 At 0200 hours (UTC+8 hours) on 24 April 2019, the vessel 
completed bunkering in Singapore and departed in ballast condition 
for Tubarao, Brazil for cargo loading.  

3.2 At 1420 hours on 26 April 2019, the vessel was sailing in the Indian 
Ocean. The Second Engineer (2/E), No.1 Oiler, Oilers A and B 
worked together to relocate the engine room spare parts by using the 
crane inside the engine room.  During the work, the trolley of the 
crane suddenly stuck at midway.   

3.3 After receiving the fault report from Oiler A, the First Engineer (1/E) 
decided to deploy the 3/E to repair the crane with the support from 
Oiler A.  The 3/E attended to the crane and checked the crane’s 
electric circuits.  About 20 minutes later, Oiler A noticed that the 
3/E would take time to locate the fault and therefore, he left the 3/E 
alone for carrying out another job of pumping oil sludge to the Waste 
Oil Settling Tank in the incinerator room at the upper level.   

3.4 After pumping the oil sludge for quite some time, Oiler A noticed the 
pumping rate decreased.  He then went down to the engine room 
bottom to open up the sludge pump strainer for cleaning.  At around 
1500 hours when Oiler A was on his way up to the Engine Control 
Room (ECR), he shouted to the 3/E for tea break.   

3.5 During the tea break, the 3/E went through the crane’s circuit 
diagrams and located the possible fault at the crane’s remote 
controller.  After finishing the tea break at about 1530 hours, Oiler 
A noticed that the 3/E brought along the remote controller with him 
and went up to the crane top for a thorough check.  Oiler A himself 
proceeded to the purifier room to continue the cleaning work of the 
sludge pump strainer. 

3.6 When Oiler A finished the strainer cleaning, he went up to the 
incinerator room to start the sludge pump.  At about 1545 hours, the 
sludge pump operated normally and Oiler A decided to join the 3/E 
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to repair the crane. 

3.7 When reaching the 2nd deck underneath the crane, Oiler A flashed his 
torch to alert the 3/E but the 3/E showed no response (Figure 2).  
Oiler A immediately shouted to Oiler B to muster rescue assistance 
for the 3/E lying on the crane top.  He also went to switch off the 
power supply of the crane. 

3.8 Upon knowing the accident, the 1/E immediately phoned the bridge 
and went to the crane top with Oilers A and B.  They gathered on 
the crane top and applied CPR2 to the 3/E.   

3.9 At about 1555 hours, AED3 was used together with CPR by the crew 
trying to save the life of the 3/E.  At about 1608 hours, the crew 
transferred the 3/E from the crane down to a safe place and continued 
the resuscitation.  The master reported the accident to the company 
and phoned to medical service in Korea for advice.  The crew 
continued with life-saving process following the medical advice 
received from the radio. 

3.10 At about 1700 hours, the Korea doctor declared the death of the 3/E 
through the radio.  At 2105 hours, the body of the 3/E was sealed 
up. 

3.11 After the accident the vessel diverted her voyage to Port Luis, 
Mauritius, and arrived on 5 May 2019 to discharge the body of the 
3/E. 

 

                                                 
2 CPR - Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation is an emergency procedure that combines chest 

compressions often with artificial ventilation in an effort to save life. 
3 AED - Automated External Defibrillator is a portable electronic device allowing the 

heart to re-establish an effective rhythm. 
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    Figure 2  The crane  
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4.     Analysis  

Certification and experience 

4.1 The master had worked for the company for about 8 months.  He 
had about 9 years’ experience as master and joined the vessel on 13 
April 2019.  He held a valid Class 1 Certificate of Competency 
(Deck Officer) issued by the Government of the Republic of Korea 
on 02 April 2015.  

4.2 The C/E had worked for the company for about one year.  He had 
about 9 years’ experience as chief engineer and joined the vessel on 
08 April 2019.  He held a valid Class 1 Certificate of Competency 
(Marine Engineer Officer) issued by the Government of the Republic 
of Korea on 19 March 2019.  

4.3 The 1/E had worked for the company for about 3 years.  He had 
about 8 months’ experience as first engineer and joined the vessel on 
13 December 2018.  He held a valid Class 2 Certificate of 
Competency (Marine Engineer Officer) issued by the Government of 
the Republic of Korea on 19 February 2018.   

4.4 The 3/E had worked for the company for about 2 years.  He had 
about 2 years’ experience as third engineer and joined the vessel on 
13 December 2018.  He held a valid Class 3 Certificate of 
Competency (Marine Engineer Officer) issued by the Republic of the 
Philippines on 03 December 2015.  

4.5 There were no abnormalities noted with regard to the certification 
and experience of the crew concerned.  

     
Working hours and alcohol/drug abuse 

4.6 There was no evidence to show that any crew involved in the 
accident, including the deceased, had suffered from fatigue at work 
or alcohol or drug abuse. 

Death certificate  
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4.7 The death certificate issued by the police medical unit of Port Luis, 
Mauritius stated that the death was caused by electric shock. 
 
Cause of death 

4.8 The travelling motor of the crane did not function causing the trolley 
stuck at midway.  When trying to check the electric circuits, the 3/E 
was electrocuted on the crane top. (Figure 2) 

4.9 When the 3/E was found unconsciously lying on the crane top, he 
was still holding the crane’s remote controller.  The remote 
controller cover was opened up with live electric contacts exposed. 

4.10 There was a likelihood that the 3/E was electrocuted by the live 
electric circuits of the remote controller under the following 
circumstances: - 

i) the 3/E touched the power supply of the remote controller 
incautiously; or 

ii) the 3/E encountered a current surge or short circuit unwittingly 
in the process of testing electric circuits for fault finding.  

 
Safety issues when handling live electrical circuits 

4.11 When conducting fault finding on electrical circuit, the power source 
must be isolated and tag locked.  To do so, the circuit breaker of the 
crane should be kept open to ensure that all related circuits were dead.  
A notice should be posted at the switchboard warning people that the 
related circuit breaker should not be closed. However, the 3/E did not 
carry out the aforementioned safety measures before the repair work.   
 

4.12 For electrical safety measures, the Code has provided the guidelines 
under paragraph 20.12.6 of Chapter 20 “Work on Machinery and 
Power Systems” which stipulates that when working on or near live 
equipment could not be avoided, for the safety of the ship or for 
testing purposes, the following precaution measures shall be taken:  
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i) A second person, who should be competent in the treatment of 
electric shock, should be continually in attendance.   

ii) The working position adopted should be safe and secure to 
avoid accidental contact with the live parts.  Insulated gloves 
should be worn where practicable.   

iii) Contact with the deck, particularly if it is wet, should be 
avoided.  Footwear may not give adequate insulation if it is 
damp or has metal studs or rivets.  The use of a dry insulating 
mat at all times is recommended.  

iv) Contact with bare metal should be avoided.  A hand-to-hand 
shock is especially dangerous.  To minimize the risk of a 
second contact should the working hand accidentally touch a 
live part, one hand should be kept in a trouser pocket whenever 
practicable.    

However, none of the above precaution measures had been 
implemented by the crew.  Nobody was assigned to assist the 3/E 
for the repair work, i.e. Oiler A was engaged with sludge transfer 
operation and not fully devoted to assist 3/E.  Furthermore, the 3/E 
was working with a pair of cotton gloves on the crane top of steel 
structure instead of either wearing a pair of insulated gloves or 
placing insulating mat on the steel crane top to prevent electric shock. 
Indeed, no insulation protection was in place thus exposing the 3/E in 
an unsafe working environment.  

 
Working aloft 

4.13 The 3/E worked aloft on the crane top where was about five meters 
from the 2nd deck.  The crane top was neither designed as a working 
platform nor protected by any handrail.  There was a risk of fall 
from height under the effect of ship motion or unexpected jerking 
movement of the crane. 

4.14 Personnel working at height may not be able to give their full 
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attention to the job and guard themselves against falling 
simultaneously.  In fact, Annex 14.1 of the Code stipulates that 
“Permits to work” system is to be implemented before working aloft 
is to be allowed.  Proper precautions shall, therefore, always be 
taken to ensure personal safety when work has to be done aloft. 

4.15 The 3/E working on the crane top without safety harness and lifeline 
or other arresting devices. The arrangement did not meet the 
requirements of the Code and the SMS (PR-14 “Safety, Health 
Management”, Section 1.2.4 “Critical danger work”) specifying that 
work permit (Form 14-02) should be completed and approved before 
working aloft. 

 
Supervision and risk assessment 

4.16 The C/E was the person in charge and was the safety officer for 
ship’s maintenance work as stated in the SMS (PR-01 “Procedure 
and Shipboard Duties”).  The SMS also stated that when 
maintaining important equipment, the C/E must command and 
supervise it in the field for safety.  In this accident, however, the 
C/E was busy with paper work in his cabin.  Supervision of the 
repair work was not in compliance with the SMS. 

4.17 The SMS (PR-01 “Procedure and Shipboard Duties”) specified also 
that the 1/E is the chief of the engine department to command and 
supervise all engine crew.  In this accident, the 1/E only assigned 
the repair work to the 3/E without providing any safety instruction or 
guidance to the 3/E.   

4.18 It was also noticed that the required risk assessment (Form 24-02) 
and tool box meeting before the repair work on the crane were not 
done in accordance with SMS (PR-14 “Safety, Health Management”, 
Section 1.3.5 “General”) which aims to ensure that crew are in full 
awareness of the risks involved and the corresponding control 
measures. 
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5. Conclusions  

5.1 On 26 April 2019 at about 1545 hours, a fatal accident happened to 
the 3/E of the vessel in Indian Ocean on a ballast voyage for loading 
port in Tubarao, Brazil.  

5.2 The 3/E was electrocuted when working alone on the crane top 
trying to repair the crane with its trolley stuck at midway during 
spare part lifting.  The 3/E was found lying unconsciously on the 
crane top besides the travelling motor.  He received first aid 
treatment by the crew according to the medical advice through radio.  
However, the 3/E was finally declared dead by the medical advice 
through radio at about 1700 hours on the event day. 

5.3 The investigation reveals the following contributory factors leading 
to the accident: 

i) low electric safety awareness of the 3/E failing him to isolate 
the power source of the crane before the repair work; and 

ii) the 3/E did not equip himself with sufficient personal protective 
equipment and did not carry out electrical work safely 
according to the Code.  

5.4 The investigation also identified the following safety issues: 

i) The Code and the SMS on board were not followed strictly by 
the crew; 

ii) the C/E and 1/E failed to provide supervision, safety instruction 
or guidance to the 3/E; and 

iii) no risk assessment and tool box meeting were carried out before 
the repair work.  
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6. Recommendations 

6.1 The management company of the vessel is recommended to: 

i) issue notice/circular to draw attention of their masters, officers 
and crew to the findings of the investigation; 

ii) promulgate the company’s procedures and operation Manual 
and the Code for electric work and working aloft and the work 
permit system in particular; and 

iii) consider conducting internal audit to ensure that the company’s 
procedures and instructions for electric work and working aloft 
are strictly followed by ship’s crew on board their fleet. 

6.2 A Hong Kong Merchant Shipping Information Note should be issued 
to promulgate the lessons learnt from the accident. 
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7. Submission 

7.1 The draft report, in its entirety, was sent to the following parties for 
their comments: 

i) the shipowner, ship management company and master of the 
vessel; and 

ii) the International Safety Management Section of the Marine 
Department. 

7.2   At the end of the consultation period, no comment was received from 
the parties mentioned in paragraph 7.1. 
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